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PHYSICS OF PLASMAS VOLUME 6, NUMBER 5 MAY 1999
Magneto-hydro-dynamic limits in spherical tokamaks *
T. C. Hender,† S. J. Allfrey, R. Akers, L. C. Appel, M. K. Bevir, R. J. Buttery,
M. Gryaznevich, I. Jenkins, O. J. Kwon,a) K. G. McClements, R. Martin, S. Medvedev,b)

M. P. S. Nightingale, C. Ribeiro, C. M. Roach, D. C. Robinson, S. E. Sharapov,c)

A. Sykes, L. Villard,d) and M. J. Walsh
Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3DB, United Kingdom

~Received 16 November 1998; accepted 22 January 1999!

The operational limits observed in spherical tokamaks, notably the small tight aspect ratio tokamak
~START! device@A. Sykeset al., Nucl. Fusion32, 694 ~1992!#, are consistent with those found in
conventional aspect ratio tokamaks. In particular the highestb achieved~;40%! is consistent with
an ideal magneto-hydro-dynamic~MHD! Troyon type limit, the upper limit on density is well
described by the Greenwald density (pa2n̄e /I p;1) and the normalized current (I p /aBt) is limited
such thatq95*2. Stability calculations indicate scope for increasing both normalizedb and
normalized current beyond the values so far achieved, although wall stabilization is generally
needed for low-n modes. In double null configurations current terminating disruptions occur at each
of the operational boundaries, though the current quench tends to be slow at the density limit and
disruptions at highb may be due to the lowq. In early limiter START discharges, before the
divertor coils were installed, disruptions rarely occurred. Instead internal reconnection events which
have all the characteristics of a disruption except the current quench occurred. These various
disruptive behaviors are explained in terms of a model in which helicity is conserved during the
disruption. Due to the low toroidal field beam ions in START, anda particles in a ST power plant,
are super-Alfve´nic. This gives the possibility for toroidal Alfve´n eigenmodes~TAEs! to occur and
such modes are frequently observed in START neutral beam injection~NBI! discharges, but seem
to be benign. The features of these observed TAEs are shown to be in agreement with MHD
calculations. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!95005-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The primary original motivation for the tight aspect rat
or spherical tokamak~ST! was its predicted highb limit.1

The basis of this prediction is the Troyon2 or
Sykes–Wesson3 ideal magneto-hydro-dynamic~MHD! b
limit, which can be written in the form:

b,
Ce~11k2!

q*
~1!

where q* 5aBf /(RBu)(11k2)/2, k5b/a is the plasma
elongation,e5a/R is the inverse aspect ratio, andC is a
constant. Since by definitione is maximized in the ST and
high natural elongation is possible,1 Eq. ~1! demonstrates the
possibility of highb in the ST. However rather than explo
ing theb limit the initial MHD role of the small tight aspec
ratio tokamak~START! device4 at Culham was more to tes
the general MHD properties of the ST—the relatively lar
poloidal field in the ST means that in some respects it
between the conventional tokamak, the spheromak, and
pinch, and there was the possibility that the MHD behav
could be pinch-like with an undesirable impact on ene

*Paper B1I1.6 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.43, 1637~1998!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Taegu University, Taegu, Republic of Korea.
b!Keldysh Institute, Moscow, Russia.
c!JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, UK.
d!CRPP, Euratom-Confe´dëration Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland.
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confinement. In fact operation of START, and other S
worldwide @e.g., the current drive experiment-upgrad5

~CDX-U!, the helicity injected tokamak6 ~HIT!, the Madison
educational small aspect ratio tokamak7 ~MEDUSA!, and the
Tokyo spherical tokamak8 ~TST-M!#, has shown that MHD
activity in the ST is very similar to the conventional aspe
ratio tokamaks—with one significant exception that disru
tions and their consequences can be less severe.

The initial success of the START ST led to the instal
tion of neutral beam injection~NBI! heating, which has now
allowed the original limit predictions of highb to be
verified.9,10 NBI has also created a super-Alfve´nic population
of fast ions, allowing the study of Alfve´n resonance MHD,
such a toroidal Alfve´n eigenmodes~TAEs!. Further NBI
heating has extended the operating domain, confirming
vious Ohmic results,11 that the plasma density is bounded b
a normalized Greenwald density,12 pa2n̄e /I p;1. Operation-
ally there is an empirical limitq95*2, though MHD stability
calculations indicate that the normalized plasma current m
be increased beyond this limit.

This paper deals with the MHD associated with the va
ous performance limits discussed above. Since much of
data in this paper comes from the START machine, a b
description of its main features is given in the next secti
Then in Sec. III the MHD phenomena which limit highb
and low-q discharges are covered. Also in this section t
prospects for MHD stable operation at still higherb are ex-
amined. The MHD phenomena associated with the den
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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limit are discussed in Sec. IV and some initial results us
pellet injection to exceed the density limit are also describ
Discharges at highb and/or low-q suffer from current termi-
nating disruptions in the present START double null co
figuration. In general disruptivity increased in START wi
the introduction of divertor coils; the reasons underlying t
are examined in Sec. V. When a disruption occurs then
double null START plasmas can be vertically unstable
even then the measured halo currents on the center co
are modest—this issue is also discussed in Sec. V. Tur
to the much higher frequency MHD, driven by the fast N
ions, results on TAEs and fishbone-like13,14 oscillations are
discussed in Sec. VI. Finally conclusions are drawn in S
VII.

II. START PARAMETERS

Typical START plasmas in the post-October 19
double null divertor configuration had major radii;0.3–0.4
m, minor radii in the range 0.2–0.3 m, aspect ratio in
range 1.25–1.5 and elongation;1.7. The plasma curren
was in the range 100–300 kA with toroidal field 0.15–0.4
the field being ramped down to attain the highestb. The NBI
heating provided up to 800 kW of absorbed power with
30 keV hydrogen beam coinjected into a deuterium tar
plasma. The beam line was approximately tangential to
magnetic axis.

The primary MHD diagnostics on START are th
Mirnov coils. There is a set of 46 coils, at different heigh
on the center column, measuringdBZ /dt; these coils are in
toroidally opposite pairs at each height, allowing even a
odd-n combinations to be formed~n being the toroidal mode
number!. Since plasmas in START can be formed by a co
pression technique,4 this limits the scope for outboard mag
netic fluctuation measurements, though in some cases a
on a movable midplane probe assembly is available;2 cm
from the outboard plasma boundary. In addition for anal
ing MHD behavior vertical and horizontal soft x-ray~SXR!
arrays exist. There are also the standard equilibrium m
netic diagnostics, an interferometer to measure density, a
multipoint single time Thomson scattering system. All t
equilibrium data are used as constraints to the EFIT equ
rium code,15 which is the primary vehicle for calculatin
equilibrium properties~e.g.,b! on START.

There is also a dedicated coil set for measuring h
currents on the center column. This consists of six par
Rogowskii coils, to determine toroidal asymmetries, atZ
50.63 m, which is ;15 cm above the divertorX-point
height.

III. HIGH-b MHD LIMITS, EDGE-q LIMITS AND
FUTURE PROSPECTS

A. Experimental observations and analysis

START has fulfilled early theoretical expectations1 by
achieving highb. In particular a toroidalb t;40% has been
achieved,16 whereb t[2m0^P&/B0

2 with angled brackets de
noting volume averages andB0 being the vacuum toroida
magnetic field at the plasma geometric axis. Furtherm
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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since the fast ion contribution to the pressure from the bea
is rather centrally peaked a centralb052m0P0 /Bmag

2

;150% has been achieved,16 where P0 and Bmag are the
pressure and vacuum toroidal field at the magnetic axis. H
b is achieved in START by ramping down the toroidal fiel
this necessarily means that high-b pulses have low-q (q95

<3 to 4!—this is shown in Fig. 1 where the operation
domain for START in thel i(2)-q95 plane is plotted, with
pulses with b t.30% and 20% highlighted; herel i(2)
5*Bp

2dv/(Bpa
2 V) with Bpa the average poloidal field at th

boundary. Note that Fig. 1 shows an empirical operat
limit in START of q95&2.

All START high-b pulses terminate in a disruption, a
example for one of the highest-b pulses is shown in Fig. 2
From this figure it can be seen that there is a distinct ene
quench phase before the current quench, in line with ob
vations in conventional tokamaks.17 The duration of the en-
ergy quench is found to be consistent with expectations fr
conventional tokamak databases.18 During this energy
quench phase visible light emission from the divertor l
which is in the electron¹B-direction is observed, this seem
to be associated with enhanced losses but the exact cau
not understood.

Apart from regular sawteeth (tsaw;1.5 ms) the high-b
discharges show little coherent MHD until the disruptio
During the energy quench there is generally a coherent
120 kHz mode~see Fig. 3!; the strength of this mode corre
lates well with the degree of energy quench. This mode
odd-n, probablyn53 or 5 from its frequency. The spectro
gram ~Fig. 3! also shows a zero frequency feature, which
coincident with the initiation of the energy quench. This fe
ture is even-n but because of the limited magnetic diagno
tics it is not possible to determine if this is due to an axisy
metric equilibrium change (n50) or a locked mode
~presumablyn52). The MHD behavior which is observe
during the energy quench is internal~in general there are no
visible distortions to the plasma boundary! and not charac-
teristic of idealb-limit modes.

Stability calculations for these high-b pulses are compli-

FIG. 1. Operational domain for START with solid squares represent
pulses with b t.30%, solid circlesb t.20%, and open trianglesb t

,20%.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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1960 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1999 Hender et al.
cated by the fact that there is a moderate fast particle con
(Wfast/W;20%) from the NBI. However to make an initia
assessment of the consistency of the experimental re
with ideal MHD expectations, codes which do not treat f
particle effects on equilibrium or stability are used. The eq
libria are obtained from EFIT15 using the kinetic measure
pressure profile combined with the calculated fast part
pressure profile. The stability of these cases has been c
lated using the CAXE and KINX19 equilibrium and stability
codes, which include the full separatrix geometry in the s
bility calculation. Figure 4 shows the ballooning,n51, 2, 3,
and 4 stability limits for pulse 36 544. For the calculatio
presented in this figure theq profile is fixed while the pres-
sure profile is varied to determine stability limits. Optimizin
the pressure profile to give marginal ballooning stability
every surface givesb t539%, which is close to the highestb
achieved experimentally in this pulse. Sinceq050.85 is as-
sumed for these EFIT equilibria, consistent with the occ
rence of sawteeth and the observed sawtooth inversion
dius, the marginal ballooning pressure profile is very fl
within q51; this is similar to the measured thermal press
profile but the fast particle pressure is strongly peaked wit
q;1.16 Then51 mode~no wall!, keeping the same pressu
profile shape as the marginal ballooning case@which has
P8(q51)/P8(max)50.2#, is marginally stable at the bal
looningb limit ( b t539%). There is strong sensitivity to th
pressure gradient withinq51 due to coupling between th
m51 internal kink and the external kink—the low-n stability
limits shown in Fig. 4, use a pressure profile withP8(q
51)/P8(max)50.015~which is marginally ballooning stable

FIG. 2. Recordb START pulse. The lower traces show an expanded ti
near the disruption. The bottom signal is from an inboard Mirnov pro
located in the center column at the midplane.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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at b t537%), givingn51 to 4 b t limits above the experi-
mental value. Further reducing the pressure gradient wi
q51 @P8(q51)/P8(max)51026# leads to ann51 limit ~no
wall! of b t563%. The magnetic shear withinq51 also af-
fects theb limit, if there is a finite pressure gradient forq
,1, by changing the internal kink stability. Although there
uncertainty arising from the pressure gradient and magn
shear withinq51, the observation that discharges at lowb
which are otherwise equivalent to the highest-b pulses~no-
tably in q95) also disrupt suggests that is not low-n b-driven
modes which are causing the disruption. It is likely that it
a q95 limit and not ab limit which is limiting the achievable

FIG. 3. Spectrogram during disruption for midplane inboard Mirnov pro
for same high-b pulse as Fig. 2. Lightest shades are high intensity sign
Lines denote times when energy and current quench begin.

FIG. 4. Ideal low-n ~no wall! and ballooning stability limits (n5`) for
START pulse 36544. The shaded region represents the range ofb t predicted
by EFIT allowing for uncertainties in plasma edge current andZeff ~1.5–2.5
in calculation of the fast ion pressure!.
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FIG. 5. ~a! Flux surfaces for second
ballooning mode stable case;~b! flux
surface averaged current profile~solid
line! and required external curren
drive ~broken line!.
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b; in effect the achievableb is limited by the available NBI
power which is in accord with the increase inb achieved
each time the NBI power has been incremented on STA

B. Theoretical calculations on future prospects for
higher b

It is interesting to examine from a MHD stability view
point the prospects for further increases inb; such increases
are desirable for economic reasons in power plant design20

Current profile optimization is one obvious route to explo
On conventional aspect ratio tokamaks it is known that
normalizedbn;4l i .21 This route for optimizingb, by ramp-
ing down I p to increasel i , has been tested on START; th
did not lead to higherbn however because operational limi
mean higherl i can only be achieved at higherq95, and thus
higherBt , and in this regime performance is limited by th
available power.

Taking the profile optimization a step further, theoretic
calculations suggest yet higherbn can be achieved in the
second ballooning stable regime. An example of a seco
ballooning-stable case is shown in Fig. 5 withR/a51.4,
bn58.2, b t557%, ^b&52m0^P&/^B2&541% and a toroi-
dal pressure driven current fraction (bootstrap1diamagnetic)
of 88%. This case is attractive from the viewpoint of
steady-state power plant design because the high pres
driven current fraction lowers the need for expensive ex
nal current drive; it is found from detailed Monte Carlo cu
rent drive calculations that, for anI p531 MA power plant
design, the residual current density profile~total of 4.4 MA!
can be driven with 74 MW of NBI. The penalty for improve
ballooning mode stability is that an ideal wall is needed
stabilize low-n modes. Forn51 andn52, the equilibrium
shown in Fig. 5 requires a wall at;1.2 minor radii. The
low-n stability here has been calculated with theMISHKA

code22 and verified by theKINX code ~run with a limited
plasma!, and is very much in accord with calculations fro
other groups.23,24
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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The alternative route to increasingb is to increase the
normalized currentI n[I (MA)/ a(m)B0(T). Calculations
with theKINX code, including the full separatrix geometry
the stability calculations, indicate that there is scope for ra
ing I n ; initially considering a sequence of equilibria wit
b50 and a prescribed current profileI * 5dJ/ds5(1
2C)a demonstrates normalized currents up toI n516 and
31 can be achieved atR/a51.35 and 1.1, respectively, a
shown in Fig. 6~wheredJ/ds is the derivative with respec
to flux surface area of the current within the flux surfac!.
These results should be contrasted with the maximum n
malized current achieved in START ofI n58.2 at R/a
51.39. Ballooning stability calculations for these cases sh
the expected limit ofbn;4.0– 4.5, which implies that very
high b t ~.150% atR/a51.1) can be achieved. Such highb
values do require wall stabilization for low-n modes, for ex-
ample atR/a51.35 a ballooning stable case withb t;65%
(bn54.1) requires a conformal wall at 1.3 minor radii. How
ever, by reducingI n somewhat from itsb50 limit, it is
possible to achieve low-n stability with no wall; Fig. 7 shows
the profiles for such a case withb t5107%, I n524.1, and
R/a51.1.

FIG. 6. Normalized current limit with no wall forR/a51.1 and 1.35. The
boundary shape is that of START (k51.8). Here l i(3)
52*Bp

2 dv/(R0I 2). At the highestI n for both aspects ratiosl i(3);0.5.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Three points should be noted about these high norm
ized current cases. First, they are very lowbp ~50.071 for
the case in Fig. 7! and hence they are very strongly parama
netic which means the volume averageb is much lower.
Second, the lowbp also gives a low bootstrap fractio
~;10%! probably making such cases less attractive as
basis for a power plant, because of the need for a la
amount of external current drive and third, these results
only be obtained when the full separatrix geometry is tak
into account in the stability calculations; truncating t
boundary results in low edge-q equilibria which are always
unstable even atb50, as demonstrated in previous fixe
boundary calculations.25

FIG. 7. High normalized current case (R/a51.1) which is stable to low-n
modes with no wall.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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IV. DENSITY LIMIT OPERATING SPACE

The operating space of START is well defined by t
Greenwald density, nGW;1, where nGW5pa2ne /
I p@1020m21 MA21#, as shown in Fig. 8. The density limit in
limiter operation tends to be a soft limit with a sequence
internal reconnection events~IREs! limiting the density@Fig.
9~b!#. For diverted discharges increasingly hard disruptio
@Fig. 9~a!# occur asnGW;1 is approached, although the cu
rent quench times~;1 ms from peak current to 10%! are
longer than at highb and/or lowq. Possible reasons for th
differing behavior in limiter and double null configuration
are discussed in Sec. V. There is no clear evidence, in g
eral, for a rotating lowm,n precursor to these density lim
events, although the absence of outboard magnetic fluc
tion measurements may mean that precursors are not b
observed.

A pellet injector installed on START has allowed th
density limit operating space to be extended. This was u
to inject a single pellet of frozen deuterium, launching fro
the top/inboard side; the pellet ablates and can fuel

FIG. 8. Density limit operating space for START, showing operation d
main is described well by the Greenwald density,nGW51 ~solid line!.
rise to
FIG. 9. Two discharges with a maximumnG(5pa2ne /I p);0.91. Note the second smaller reconnection in the double null diverted case which gives
a longer overall current quench time.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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1963Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1999 Hender et al.
plasma close to the center. Results show increases in pla
density of up to a factor three, and extend the opera
space, approaching a Greenwald numbernGW;1.5 and Mu-
rakami parameterM5n̄eR/B(1020m22 T);2.4.26

V. DISRUPTIONS AND VDEs

A. Experimental observations

Early operation in START,27 as in several other ST
~e.g., CDX-U28!, showed the configuration was resilient
disruptions. In START operation almost no rapid current t
minating disruptions were observed pre-October 1995~the
main exceptions being cases with a rapid vertical field ra
where the plasma is forced to interact strongly with the c
ter post!. However, as discussed above, more recent op
tion, most notably in the high-I n regime, has led to rapid
current-terminating disruptions. In fact the likelihood of di
ruptions in START is closely related to the machi
configuration—in October 1995 divertor coils were install
and these were subsequently moved closer to the pla
~from Z560.54 to 0.49 m! in December 1996. Both of thes
configuration changes resulted in an increased disruption
quency~it should be noted that, being a small tokamak,
particular attention is paid to avoiding disruptions duri
current rampdown in START!. The dependence on configu
ration suggests that disruptions may be being caused
plasma interactions with the divertor coils—this is suppor
by visible light charge coupled device~CCD! images that
show a strong plasma elongation and interaction with
divertor coils at the time of the disruption~Fig. 10!.

Prior to October 1995 START had events, termed int
nal reconnections events, which had all the signatures
disruption except that rapid current termination did not o
cur. During an IRE energy was lost~typically ;30%–40%!
and a current spike~typically DI p /I p;10% – 15%) occurred
~along with the associated negative loop voltage spike! but

FIG. 10. Shows strong plasma elongation which occurs during the dis
tion, causing material interaction with the divertor coil. The black shad
on the RHS midplane is a movable probe~outside the plasma!.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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the current did not rapidly terminate. Normally the curre
returned to its pre IRE evolution, as if the IRE had not o
curred@as shown in Fig. 9~b!#.

B. Theory model

A model was developed to aid understanding of the
IREs. Detailed Thomson scattering measurements, of
plasma electron temperature and density during an IRE, w
used along with magnetic measurements to make pre-
post-IRE equilibrium reconstructions. The conservation
various quantities~e.g., magnetic energy, poloidal flux
plasma helicity! during the IRE was tested against the
equilibria. It was found that plasma helicity was the mo
nearly conserved quantity, when the voltages applied to
moving plasma boundary by the changing poloidal and t
oidal flux linked by the plasma~c,f! are taken into account
so that the helicities in the initial and final states~subscripts
i and f ! are related bydK/dt522fdC/dt which in nu-
merical form is

K f2Ki52~f f1f i !~c f2c i !, ~2!

with helicity defined asK5*A–BdV2fc. This observation
allows the effects of IREs to be modeled. Starting from
specified initial~‘‘pre-IRE’’ ! state an IRE is associated wit
a prescribed reduction inbp andl i , leading to a final state in
which helicity is conserved according to Eq.~2!. In this mod-
eling the functional forms chosen for the plasma current d
sity and pressure account for the observed flattening du
the IRE. This IRE model has been applied to a range
aspect ratios, with natural elongation plasmas, giving the
sults shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen from Fig. 11~c! that a

p-

FIG. 11. Effect of IRE (D l i520.3) at various aspect ratios, with plasm
elongation at its natural value~i.e., a uniform vertical field!. The lines
marked with squares have total thermal energy loss, while those with
monds have a 50% loss. Here~a! is percentage increase inI p , ~b! the
percentage decrease in edge-q, ~c! the change in elongation, due to the IRE
and~d! the fraction of lost plasma measured by the reduction in poloidal fl
inside the limiter flux surface.
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much higher increase in elongation occurs at low aspec
tio; this has the effect of minimizing the change in edgeq
@Fig. 1~b!#, which will be beneficial since it keeps the pos
IRE plasma farther from the kink mode limits at lowq. Also
from Fig. 11~d! it can be seen that there is substantially le
loss of plasma at low aspect ratio; this result assumes
edge of the plasma undergoes force free motion which is
weighted average of attempts to follow the poloidal and
roidal flux resulting in plasma loss due to limiter interactio
So it is thought to be the small changes in edge-q and modest
plasma loss which prevent the IRE turning into a full curre
terminating disruption at low aspect ratio. This model a
sumes an inboard limiter but allows uninhibited vertic
elongation of the plasma. If the post-October 1995 STA
diverted plasma is modeled assuming helicity conserva
during an IRE~Fig. 12!, then strong interaction occurs wit
the divertor coils~as seen experimentally, Fig. 10! presum-
ably resulting in a large impurity influx and hence the mu
greater likelihood of disruptions in double null START pla
mas.

Intrinsically high natural elongations occur at tight a
pect ratio1 and it has been experimentally demonstrated
START29 that elongations of;3 can be obtained at lowl i .
However, it is possible in the diverted START configurati
to elongate the plasma beyond its natural elongation, so
a vertical displacement event~VDE! occurs following a dis-
ruption. In conventional aspect ratio tokamaks a serious c
sequence of a VDE is that substantial halo currents~;50%
of the predisruptionI p) can flow into parts of the vesse
structure around the plasma and that these can be stro
toroidally asymmetric. If such asymmetric halo curren
were to flow into the center post of a tight aspect ratio
vice, this could have serious design implications for futu
technology applications. However, measurements on STA
and CDX-U28 indicate modest halo currents. The STAR
measurements are made using the dedicated coils desc
in Sec. II and show toroidally averaged halo currents in
center post,I halo/I p(0),3%, with typically a toroidal peak-
ing factor ,1.3. This result is promising but needs to
more fully explored, with a more extensive set of halo c
rent diagnostics, in the next generation of STs.

VI. FAST ION DRIVEN MHD

With the hydrogen beam injection used in START, t
majority of beam protons were born with energiesE
;30 keV and hence speeds of about 2.43106 ms21, while
the Alfvén velocity ;106 ms21. Fusion a particles (E
;3.5 MeV) in an ignited ST plasma would also be born w
speeds in excess of the Alfve´n velocity and so the possibl
excitation of Alfvénic instabilities, with the potential of som
ensuing performance degradation, is an issue for ST po
plants~though orbit squeezing due to high poloidal fields
thought to mitigate any effects!. The introduction of beam
ions into START thus provides an opportunity to investiga
processes which are likely to be important for plasma per
mance in tokamak power plants generally, and ST po
plants in particular.
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In the majority of beam-heated START discharges, h
frequency MHD magnetic fluctuations were observed. Th
fell into several distinct categories: brief descriptions of the
are given below for modes up to 500 kHz.

A. Chirping modes and fishbones

In moderate and highb shots the most common type o
high frequency instability occurred in the frequency ran
50–350 kHz, the mean frequency sweeping down by a fa
of two or so in a time of order 0.1–0.2 ms, as shown in F
13 ~28–34 ms!. We refer to such bursts as chirping modes
similar phenomenon has been observed on DIII–D.30 These
modes disappear when the electron densityn̄e.1020m23.
The dominant toroidal component of these chirping burst
generallyn5odd ~probablyn51). They do not appear to b
affected significantly by sawteeth and are generally pres
before the onset of sawtooth activity.

Strong Mirnov coil signals with low~m,n! were also
obtained at frequencies,50 kHz: these resemble fishbon
oscillations observed in conventional tokamaks.13 The sig-
nals are of two types: fixed frequency bursts, lasting for up
2–3 ms; and bursts which sweep down in frequency, ove
longer timescale~up to about 1 ms! than the chirping modes
described above~Fig. 13, 34–35 ms!. Frequency-sweeping
fishbones were often observed immediately before or du
a sawtooth crash. Although there is no evidence of chirp
modes or fishbones having a strong effect on plasma hea
or confinement, such modes were weak or completely ab
in high performance shots withb t.30%.

Three distinct mechanisms have been proposed for fi
bones observed in conventional tokamaks, all requiringq0

,1 and destabilization of them51 internal kink mode. One
mechanism predicts a mode frequency correlated with
precessional drift frequency of trapped energetic ions;31 the
other two predict frequencies related to the thermal ion d
magnetic frequency (v i* ), with the kink mode being driven
unstable by either trapped14 or passing32 energetic ions. Be-
cause tangential coinjection is used in START, only a sm
minority of beam ions are trapped and further the trapp
beam ion population is weighted towards a region of veloc
space lying close to the trapped/copassing boundary. At s
pitch angles drift reversal occurs33 and the precessional drif
fishbone mode identified in Ref. 31 cannot be driven. F
thermore, since fishbone-like bursts had a frequency con
tent with v i* , it appears likely that such emission result
from kink mode excitation by passing beam ions. Howeve
is not yet clear why a high proportion of fishbone-like mod
in START exhibited frequency sweeping.

B. Fixed-frequency modes in Alfve ´n frequency range

Fixed-frequency modes in START are observed less
quently than chirping modes, at relatively low NBI pow
andb t , last for between 2 and 5 ms, and have frequencie
the range 50–350 kHz, which fits with the TAE gap fr
quency. The power spectrum of one such fixed-frequency
of modes is shown in Fig. 14. To study these fixed freque
Alfvén modes, theCSCAScode,34 valid for tokamak plasmas
of arbitrary aspect ratio, has been used to compute the s
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 12. Modeled pre-IRE and post-IRE states for a diverted START plasma. Note the strong elongation post-IRE.
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ture of continuous MHD spectra in START. Equilibrium
data corresponding to times of beam-driven instability we
used. Experimentally the dominant modes in Fig. 14 a
odd-n ~probablyn51) but with a significant even-n ~prob-
ably n52) component. The continuum spectrum corre
sponding to a toroidal mode numbern51 is shown in Ref.
35 while the continuum spectrum forn52 is shown in Fig.
15; both use reconstructed equilibria corresponding to t

FIG. 13. Spectrogram from START shot 34835, showing a sequence
chirping modes at.50 kHz ~28–34 ms! of increasing intensity and a more
slowly chirping, fishbone-like mode at,50 kHz~34–35 ms!. The toroidalb
was 5%.
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time of measurement of the power spectrum shown in F
14. A key feature of Fig. 15~and then51 spectra in Ref. 35!
is the existence of wide gaps close to crossing points of
cylindrical shear Alfve´n wave eigenfrequencies. The wid
gaps can be qualitatively understood in terms of the theor
Fu and Van Dam.36

Discrete Alfvén eigenmodes~AEs! exist in the vicinity
of each of the cylindrical crossing points noted above: any
these modes could, in principle, be driven unstable by en
getic beam ions. We have used an ideal incompress
MHD code MISHKA-122 to compute toroidal Alfve´n eigen-
functions for the lowest frequency gap in Fig. 15: the rad
velocity v r(s) corresponding to one such eigenfunction
shown in Fig. 16. The first four frequency eigenvalues
113, 124, 144, and 161 kHz in the plasma frame. The
quencies in the laboratory frame are shifted from those in
plasma frame bynvf wherevf is the toroidal rotation fre-
quency. This is measured to be peaked in the plasma ce
a typical maximum value being about 15 kHz.

The fact that the computedn51 ~see Ref. 35! and n
52 frequencies are of the same order as those of the st
gest peaks in Fig. 14, and exhibit multiple modes in t
lowest frequency gap, suggests that the multiple TAE int
pretation may be correct. It is also possible, however, that
series of peaks in Fig. 14 could have arisen from the exc
tion of either kinetic TAEs~associated with finite thermal ion
Larmor radius effects! or low shear Alfvén eigenmodes.37

Further analysis will be required to determine which type
mode best explains the observed fine structure.

of
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To understand the drive for fast particle modes
START the distribution function is required. An importa
property of the START NBI distribution38 function was the
existence of a steady-state bump-on-tail. The bump-on
arises because many beam ions traverse regions of high
tral density beyond the last closed flux surface, and, con
quently, have a high probability of being neutralized. Sin
the neutralization probability increases as beam ions s
down, a bump-on-tail can result from the combined effe
of Coulomb collisions and charge exchange. Thus, whe
in conventional tokamaks energetic ions provide free ene

FIG. 14. Spectrogram from START shot 35305, showing a set of fi
frequency modes, with a frequency separation of about 14 kHz.
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to drive AEs through pressure gradients alone,36 in START a
comparable drive is provided by beam ion distributions w
] f b /]E.0.

These results provide some optimism for futureD –T
STs, since although a range of Alfve´n instabilities have been
observed in START, there is no evidence of them havin
detrimental effect. Furthermore the bump-on-tail dri
present in START will be absent in the next generations
larger size STs and on any ST technology device.

VII. SUMMARY

The ST obeys essentially the same operating limits
the conventional aspect ratio tokamak:
~i! The highestb is well described by a Troyon limit with
bn&5, although it is not clear if this represents a MHDb
limit or a confinement limit~i.e., whether more NBI power
would raiseb!; ~ii ! the maximum accessible density is we
defined by the Greenwald densitynGW;1 ~with the excep-
tion of pellet fueled discharges!; ~iii ! empirically the START
normalized plasma current is limited so thatq95*2.
In the double null START configuration each of the abo
operating limits results in a current terminating disruptio
though the current termination is relatively slow in the ca
of the density limit. Precursor MHD to these disruptions a
not always observed, though the lack of outboard magn
coils may mean that MHD with a strong in–out balloonin
character is being missed. In the highb, but not high density,
disruptions a clear energy quench phase precedes the cu
quench. Coherent MHD is observed during the high-b en-
ergy quench phase.

Theoretically there is scope to improve on both the
tainableb and q95. MHD stability calculations for START
plasma geometry, including the full separatix, show it sho
be possible to double the normalized plasma current wit
resulting increase in stableb, though a wall at 1.3 minor
radii is needed forn51 stability. At ultralow aspect ratio
(R/a51.1) these high normalized current limit cases c

d

FIG. 15. Structure of ideal Alfve´n con-
tinua for n52 in START shot 35305.
The radial variable is defined bys2 be-
ing the normalized poloidal flux. Fre-
quency is normalized by the axial Al-
fvén frequencycA(0)/R0(5660 kHz).
The ‘‘parabolic’’ line shows the nor-
malized electron density profile.
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have a stableb t.100% even without a conducting wall. Th
other route to increasingb is by tailoring the current profile
to give second stable access for ballooning modes, wh
allows highbn(;8), but again at the price of needing a wa
at ;1.2 minor radii for low-n stability. These second stab
cases can have high pressure driven current fract
(I ¹P /I p*90%), unlike the high normalized current cas
~whereI ¹P /I p;10%), making them well suited as the bas
for electricity generating power plants.

Historically the disruption behavior in START has be
found to depend on magnetic configuration—limiter
double null. Before the divertor coils were installed no rap
current terminating disruptions were observed in STA
~the only exception being pulses with rapid vertical fie
ramps in which the plasma is forced to interact strongly w
the center column!; instead IREs which have the main si
natures of a disruption, except theI p quench, occurred. Afte
the divertor coils were installed strong interactions with th
were observed as the plasma elongates at theI p spike~nega-
tive loop voltage spike! and it is thought that this make
disruptions much more common in double null discharg
The main characteristics of the disruptions, or IREs,
quantitatively well explained by a model in which helicity
conserved during the event. Disruptions in double null d
charges can trigger VDEs but it is found that the result
halo currents flowing in the center column at;15 cm above
the X point are low; this result is promising but needs to
more fully explored in the next generation of STs.

The final topic addressed in this paper is the effect of
fast beam ions on MHD. Due to the low toroidal field th
beam ions are naturally super-Alfve´nic—making the ST well
suited to studying TAE modes with the results transferable
conventional aspect ratio machines. NBI heated discha
do in general show MHD activity in the TAE frequenc
range, an exception being the highest-b pulses. The observe
Alfvénic modes may either have a chirping character o
lower NBI power multiple frequency bands of modes m
exist. Calculations show wide gaps in the Alfve´n continuum
for START equilibria and the existence of several unsta
modes in each gap, possibly explaining the observation
several modes of different frequency coexisting. Lower f

FIG. 16. Ideal-MHD radial velocity eigenfunction corresponding to t
lowest-frequency gap in Fig. 15. Frequency eigenvalue in the plasma fr
is 258 kHz.
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quency ~,50 kHz! chirping modes are also observed a
these are thought to be fishbone-like modes driven by p
ing beam ions. These results are promising for future te
nology applications of the ST, wherea particles are expected
to be super-Alfve´nic and possibly drive TAEs, since despi
a range of TAEs being observed in START there is no e
dence for them having detrimental effects.

The results discussed in this paper provide a good b
and framework for studying MHD limits in the next gener
tion of STs @such as the mega-amp spherical tokama39

~MAST! or the national spherical torus experimen40

~NSTX!#, which are just coming into operation. Beyond co
firming the START results, there are promising routes
further improving operational limits and thus demonstrati
the physics needed for an economic fusion power plant.
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